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Abstract:
Due to a change in revenue policy, an organization that sells products in the DDoS attack
solution space embarked on a journey to fundamentally change the strategy they employed to sell
their DDoS solution. The offering from the organization was a combination of two products that
provided a comprehensive DDoS solution. The solution was made up of a cloud solution
combined with an on-premises appliance.
Because most of the cloud portion was owned by another organization and the profit margins
were small, they decided to sell their portion to the other organization. Once sold, they decided
to change the sales strategy to lead an opportunity with the on-premises appliance and augment
with the cloud solution even though the typical strategy previously was vice versa. Sales
behavior required change simply because the previous approach to lead with the cloud solution
was easier to sell.
This training will be designed to help the sales stakeholders in understanding the value for
customers in the adoption of the on-premises appliance first with augmentation from the cloud
solution as a secondary priority. This training will provide the knowledge to support the new
strategy and the assets for the sales stakeholders to test that knowledge to ensure full adoption.
Keywords: Corporate, Sales, Enablement, Strategy, Behavior
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Instructional Design
Background Information:
NETSCOUT is an organization that is in the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Security
space. They sell solutions to identify and mitigate DDoS attacks against an organization’s
networks. These solutions initially included a Cloud Solution called Arbor Cloud and an onpremises appliance called Arbor Edge Defense or AED. DDoS attacks are designed to flood a
network and overwhelm access to services and applications for customers and employees. The
requested training relates to changing the message on how the organization’s sales stakeholders
approach an opportunity. The typical approach was to lead with the organization’s cloud solution
and bring in the on-premises appliance to augment the cloud solution. Cloud solutions are easier
to sell because there is no installation on a customer’s network, and it is easier to configure. That
said, it is understood in the industry that eventually you need both types of protection to provide
a comprehensive protection strategy.
Organizational Problem:
Unfortunately, the organization recently sold the cloud solution and changed the sales strategy
due to the newly created discrepancy in profit margins between products after the sale. Because
of this, the sales stakeholders are required to lead with the on-premises appliance because of its
higher margins and then bring in a cloud solution to augment the on-premises piece to achieve
the recommended and recognized best practice hybrid DDoS protection strategy.
When an organization changes the strategic direction on messaging around selling a product
based on changes to the product mix, sales stakeholders like Business Development
Representatives (BDRs), Account Executives (AEs), and Sales Engineers (SEs) need to be
brought up to speed on how to sell with the new strategy. This can be accomplished by
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highlighting use cases of the on-premises appliance that provide value to the customer but cannot
be accomplished as effectively with a cloud solution, essentially providing value differentiator’s
that sales can use in their executive presentations.
The enablement team will be required to create a training program that will assist the sales
stakeholders in meeting the new goals set by the executives to support the new strategy.
Learning Objectives:
Prior to making decisions on an Analysis plan and an instructional strategy, the desired outcome
needs to be defined to drive the analysis and strategy toward that goal.
The overall program goal for all sales stakeholders is to be able to demonstrate within 1 month in
the field, the ability to execute customer executive conversations and manage sales opportunities
with an on-premises (AED) first approach as a foundation for DDoS protection and
implementation of the recommended hybrid DDoS protection strategy. Each sales stakeholder’s
learning objectives are as follows based on what they will be measured on after they have
completed the training.
Business Development Representatives (BDRs):
After completing the BDR learning module, BDRs will demonstrate the knowledge to secure
qualified meetings on AED as a primary DDoS mitigation solution.
Account Representatives (AEs):
After completing the AE learning module, AEs will exhibit the ability to generate opportunities
with AED as a customer’s primary DDoS mitigation solution.
Sales Engineers (SEs):
After completing the SE learning module, SEs will be able to perform product demonstrations
displaying the value AED provides as a primary DDoS mitigation solution.
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Analysis Plan:
To understand the needs of each sales stakeholder in achieving the desired change in the selling
strategy, the enablement team will employ a survey to the following number of constituents
within each stakeholder category:
•

Business Development Representatives - 6

•

Account Executives - 10

•

Sales Engineers - 10

The survey will focus on the areas of enablement that are usually a part of an on-boarding or
ever-boarding sales program but are focused on the new strategy. This survey will provide
guidance into what will be required to ensure training outcomes that learners will transfer to the
field.
To further enhance this training, there were a couple of areas of focus that will be explored to
determine where the training program can be improved.
One area of focus will be combining a multiple disciplinary approach so that learners can begin
to understand customer’s problems but also be able to discern the value of an increase in
productivity or increase in costs that the problem is creating. “Third, many programs are not
successful at effectively integrating multiple functional disciplines into the decision-making and
problem-solving processes. This deficit begs curriculum designers and course developers to
create deliberate linkages between quantitative analysis and critical thinking, create learning that
is integrated across all courses, and links multiple disciplinary perspectives.” (Bossche,
Gijselaers & Milter, 2011, p.57)
To achieve an understanding of a customers challenges in any sales scenario and determine the
increase in costs or decrease in productivity that the challenge is presenting, the salesperson
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should be able to ask probing questions effectively. The training will have an interactive activity
(Role Play or Surreal Play Experience) to help the learners in how to ask the right questions.
“Since professional sales is a skill-oriented career, the best way to train students is using methods
that emphasize on actively practicing those skills in the classroom similar to the way they will be
used in the real-life job circumstances” (Saavedra & Rawal, 2021, p.2)
Since the target audience for this training will contain a wide range of ages, the design of the
training should not focus on a younger audience versus an older one. The training will be
valuable to all sales stakeholders no matter their age or experience simply because it is a change
in strategy and messaging. “Low investment in training is particularly related to the stereotype
that older workers are resistant to change, with lower learning abilities and development
potential than their younger colleagues.” (Lazazzara, Karpinska & Henkens, 2013 p.4)
Analysis Report:
The target audience for the Analysis Plan and the survey is the frontline sales stakeholders
including BDRs, AEs and SEs. The BDR Role is an entry-level role and is typically made up of
male and female learners between 20 and 25 years old. The AE group is also made up of men
and women, but the ages will range from 25 to 60. Finally, the SE group is made up of men and
women and slightly older due to the time required to gain the technical expertise needed for the
role, usually between 30 and 60 but leaning more on the high level of that scale.
The gender breakdown of the survey participants is equal at the BDR level (3 Males, 3 Females).
However, at the AE level the gender difference turns slightly in favor of males (6 Males, 4
Females). For the Sales Engineers, it is even heavier in favor of the males (8 males, 2 females).
The age range in each of the stakeholder categories is typical across most sales organizations due
mainly to the need to gain the required experience to execute on the job. The breakdown in
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genders as you move up in experience especially technical experience, is most likely due to the
higher participation rates of males to females over the past couple of decades in Science
Technical Engineering and Math (STEM) programs. But since there have been efforts over the
last couple of years put into getting more females involved in STEM programs earlier may be the
underlying reason for the even gender participation ratio in the younger BDR group.
The survey answers tell an interesting story about the difference in-field performance of sales
when leading with a cloud solution and the desired strategy to lead with the on-premises
appliance. The first three questions in the survey were focused on this topic. Generally, the field
prefers to lead with a cloud solution since that is how they have found success over the past five
years besides the fact that it is also perceived as an easier sale. Here are a couple of example
answers that display this mindset:
•

Why is selling a cloud solution easier than selling an on-premises appliance?
o It does not need anything installed on the customer’s network and takes very little
configuration. We can also easily set up a proof of concept which sells itself.

•

Do customers understand the value of a hybrid solution? (Cloud & On-Premises)
o They do to some degree. We need to educate them on the value of the on-premises
appliance and why they do not get that value from the cloud solution.

•

Have you experienced selling an on-premises appliance first or selling on-premises with
cloud solution together successfully?
o I personally have not but have heard of a couple of people in other offices being
successful at it.

Some additional example answers are in the Appendix. I can provide a link to all 26 Survey
results on Survey Monkey if required.
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Instructional Strategy: The instructional strategy of the training will be an experiential strategy.
It will touch on a variety of types of experiential learning including:
•

Interactive Role Playing

•

Experiential Success Stories

•

Mentoring

•

Question and Answer Activities

The approach to implementing this training will be slightly different for each sales stakeholder
role participating in the training. Details for each are below:
Business Development Representative Training Module:
•

Complete self-paced eLearning module on sales strategy change

•

Complete the self-paced eLearning on using the sales strategy quick reference guide
(QRG) which includes how to Employ Success Stories

•

Participate in the QRG question and answer phone activity employing the AED Drill
Down Qualifying Conversation Prompter.

Account Executive Training Module:
•

Complete self-paced eLearning module on sales strategy change

•

Complete the self-paced eLearning on using the executive presentation deck with
differentiator use cases

•

Participate in executive presentation role-play activity employing AED Drill Down
Qualifying Conversation Prompter

Sales Engineer Training Module:
•

Complete self-paced eLearning module on sales strategy change
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Complete self-paced eLearning module on demonstrating differentiator use cases and
why they augment a cloud solution

•

Participate in technical demonstration role play activity employing AED Drill Down
Qualifying Conversation Prompter

Development of Instructional Materials
Introduction:
The instructional materials for the three modules have been developed over the past 6 months as
part of the preparation for the sales strategy change. Everyone will take the initial eLearning to
gain the overall knowledge to execute on managing conversations around the value of a hybrid
and comprehensive DDoS mitigation. The remaining materials are designed to help each of the
identified stakeholders in understanding what they must execute in the field to reach their
specific goals
Instructional Materials:
1. Self-Paced eLearning Module PowerPoint Deck
Employed as the basis for the eLearning module that all sales stakeholders are required to
take as part of their training module. For an example see appendixes.
2. Executive Presentation Deck
Employed during customer executive meetings to highlight reasons for on-premises
appliance as foundation of DDoS protection strategy. Talking points and scripting for this
deck to participate in presentation role play are embedded in the slide notes. For an example
see appendixes.
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3. Product Quick Reference Guide
A guide to understanding customers’ challenges and roles at the customers site, objections
they may have and solution we can provide during sales calls. For an example see
appendixes.
4. Stopping Encrypted Traffic Attacks Use Case
Differentiator Use Case to give to customers that supports the position that on-premises
appliance is the foundation of DDoS protection strategy. For an example, see appendixes.
5. Protecting Stateful Devices Use Case
Differentiator Use Case to give to customers that supports the position that on-premises
appliance is the foundation of DDoS protection strategy. For an example, see appendixes.
6. Stopping Encrypted Traffic Attacks Demo Deck
Demonstration deck with slides to display how Stopping Encrypted Traffic Attacks appears
in the product user interface and how it supports the position that on-premises appliance is
the foundation of DDoS protection strategy. Talking points and scripting for this deck to
participate in demonstration role play are embedded in the slide notes. For an example, see
appendixes.
7. Protecting Stateful Devices Demo Deck
Demonstration deck with slides to display how Protecting Stateful Devices appears in the
product user interface and how it supports the position that on-premises appliance is the
foundation of DDoS protection strategy. Talking points and scripting for this deck to
participate in demonstration role play are embedded in the slide notes. For an example, see
appendixes.
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Evaluation Plan:
For this training, Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model was selected. This evaluation model contains
two items that are very important in the corporate training world, the first is, did business metrics
improve? “Many businesses are only beginning to witness the dramatic cost savings in
transitioning from traditional training to e-learning, yet a few forward-thinking companies
already know this is old news. They have started ambitious measurement programs to prove elearning's positive impact on customer service, productivity, and sales.” (Berry, 2000, p.2)
The second is, do they work better? Or, in other words did the training transfer to the field.
“Return on expectation (ROE) is a strategic measure that best illustrates the power of reasonable
evidence as opposed to proof. ROE is simply the percentage estimate of the extent to which
learning's impact is met.” (Berry, 2000, p.2)
Kirkpatrick’s model of learning evaluation has been used for more than 50 years. The model
encourages us to evaluate learning on four levels:
•

Reaction – Did they enjoy the training?

•

Learning – Did they pass the assessment?

•

Behavior – Do they work better?

•

Results – Did business metrics improve?

The most important level in Kirkpatrick’s model based on my experience is, Reaction -Did they
enjoy the training? This is very important in the corporate world, especially with sales folks. If
you throw a prerecorded PowerPoint driven sales training out there, no one will take it or more
importantly, absorb it. But if you design training based on the learner’s needs that provides a
salesperson with quantifiable value for their bottom line and put in some competitive interactive
exercises to keep their interest, they will eat it up.
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The details on activities that will make up the evaluation process and achieve the desired goals
for this program are as follows:
•

Interactive Role Playing

•

Mentoring

•

Question and Answer Activities

The approach to implementing this evaluation will be slightly different for each sales stakeholder
role participating in the training. Details for each are below:
Business Development Representative Evaluation:
•

Complete a QRG question and answer phone activity employing the AED Drill Down
Qualifying Conversation Prompter with a mentor or manager.

Account Executive Evaluation:
•

Complete an executive presentation role play activity while employing AED Drill Down
Qualifying Conversation Prompter and differentiator use cases with a mentor or manager.

Sales Engineer Training Evaluation:
•

Complete a technical demonstration role play activity while employing AED Drill Down
Qualifying Conversation Prompter with a mentor or manager.

Once the learners have participated in these evaluation activities, further metrics will be
employed to understand the effect the training has on job performance.
Business Development Representative Metric: (To be gathered in CRM)
•

Qualified Meetings Scheduled with On-Premises Mitigation as Lead Product.

Account Executive Metric:
•
CRM)

Opportunities Closed with On-Premises Mitigation as Lead Product (To be gathered in
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Sales Engineer Metric:
•

Product Demonstrations with On-Premises Mitigation as Lead Product (To be gathered in

CRM)
Summary:
Although this program has not been launched yet, the design has been employed successfully
before. In fact, many of the facets of this program have been hailed by participants of past
training through post-training surveys. We will continue post-training surveys to help identify
further areas of improvement. This training program will be launched in January of 2022 and
surveys will be collected in February. Ideally those responses will again help to improve further
programs.
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